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Modeling neural mechanisms for genesis of respiratory rhythym
and pattern. I. Models of respiratory neurons. J. Neurophysiol. 77:
1994–2006, 1997. The general objectives of our research, presented in this series of papers, were to develop a computational
model of the brain stem respiratory neural network and to explore
possible neural mechanisms that provide the genesis of respiratory
oscillations and the specific firing patterns of respiratory neurons.
The present paper describes models of single respiratory neurons
that have been used as the elements in our network models of the
central respiratory pattern generator presented in subsequent papers. The models of respiratory neurons were developed in the
Hodgkin-Huxley style employing both physiological and biophysical data obtained from brain stem neurons in mammals. Two single
respiratory neuron models were developed to match the two distinct
firing behaviors of respiratory neurons described in vivo: neuron
type I shows an adapting firing pattern in response to synaptic
excitation, and neuron type II shows a ramp firing pattern during
membrane depolarization after a period of synaptic inhibition. We
found that a frequency ramp firing pattern can result from intrinsic
membrane properties, specifically from the combined influence of
calcium-dependent KAHP (Ca), low-threshold CaT and KA channels.
The neuron models with these ionic channels (type II) demonstrated ramp firing patterns similar to those recorded from respiratory neurons in vivo. Our simulations show that KAHP (Ca) channels
in combination with high-threshold CaL channels produce spike
frequency adaptation during synaptic excitation. However, in combination with low-threshold CaT channels, they cause a frequency
ramp firing response after release from inhibition. This promotes a
testable hypothesis that the main difference between the respiratory
neurons that adapt (for example, early inspiratory, postinspiratory,
and decrementing expiratory) and those that show ramp firing
patterns (for example, ramp inspiratory and augmenting expiratory) consists of a ratio between the two types of calcium channels:
CaL channels predominate in the former and CaT channels in the
latter respiratory neuron types. We have analyzed the dependence
of adapting and ramp firing patterns on maximal conductances of
different ionic channels and values of synaptic drive. The effect
of adjusting specific membrane conductances and synaptic interactions revealed plausible neuronal mechanisms that may underlie
modulatory effects on respiratory neuron firing patterns and network performances. The results of computer simulation provide
useful insight into functional significance of specific intrinsic membrane properties and their interactions with phasic synaptic inputs
for a better understanding of respiratory neuron firing behavior.

INTRODUCTION

Genesis of the respiratory rhythm: paradigms and models
This paper is the first in a series describing our efforts to
understand mechanisms for respiratory rhythm and pattern

generation at the cellular, network, and system levels using
modeling methods. The respiratory rhythm generator is located in a relatively small area of the lower brain stem
(Lumsden 1923; for review see also: Feldman 1986; Richter
1986a; von Euler 1986). Although undetermined, the genesis of the primary respiratory oscillations likely is to be
defined by intrinsic and/or network properties of neurons
within this limited area. Feldman and Cleland (1982) and
Smith et al. (1991) have suggested pacemaker-like activity
as being responsible for generating the primary respiratory
oscillations (a ‘‘pacemaker paradigm’’). Alternatively a
‘‘network paradigm’’ suggests that the respiratory rhythm
results from reciprocal inhibitory interactions between different respiratory neuron types (Balis et al. 1994; Botros
and Bruce 1990; Geman and Miller 1976; Gottschalk et al.
1994; Ogilvie et al. 1992; Richter and Ballantyne 1983;
Richter et al. 1986a; Rubio 1972). The network basis does
not exclude intrinsic membrane properties of neurons playing an important role in respiratory rhythmogenesis. Recent
data allow the conclusion that membrane ionic channels may
control both the timing of onset and patterns of neuronal
discharges (Champagnat and Richter 1994; Mifflin et al.
1985; Pierrefiche et al. 1995; Richter et al. 1985, 1986b,
1993). However, a definitive role of intrinsic membrane
properties of neurons in generation of both respiratory
rhythm and pattern remains unresolved.
To date, network models of respiratory rhythmogenesis
have been based on relatively simple models of single neurons (Botros and Bruce 1990; Duffin 1991; Duffin et al.
1995; Feldman and Cowan 1975; Geman and Miller 1976;
Gottschalk et al. 1994; Ogilvie et al. 1992; Rubio 1972).
These models considered network mechanisms for respiratory rhythmogenesis and did not explore the role of intrinsic
neuronal properties. It is not possible, therefore, to use these
models for comparing simulated versus experimentally recorded membrane trajectories and firing patterns of single
respiratory neurons. Recent intracellular data (Bryant et al.
1993; Champagnat and Richter 1994; Champagnat et al.
1986b,c; Dekin and Getting 1987; Haddad and Getting 1989;
Mifflin et al. 1985; Paton 1996; Pierrefiche et al. 1995; Richter et al. 1985, 1986b, 1993; Schwarzacher et al. 1991)
together with modern computational approaches for simulating ‘‘biological’’ neurons (Huguenard and McCormick
1991, 1992; McCormick and Huguenard 1992; Schwaber et
al. 1993; Yamada et al. 1989) provide an opportunity to
develop more realistic and predictive models of respiratory
neurons and a respiratory network.
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FIG . 1. Activity patterns of different types of respiratory neurons recorded intracellulary in vivo. A: normalized recordings
of membrane potential trajectories and firing response patterns of different respiratory neurons (taken from Richter 1996).
B: firing pattern of an inspiratory neuron: rebound depolarization occurs after neuron is released from inhibition (Richter et
al. 1993). C and D: firing patterns of 2 expiratory neurons ( C from Richter et al. 1993; D from Klages et al. 1993).

The main objectives of this study were to develop single
neuron models based on available experimental data and
investigate the significance of certain membrane ionic channels for producing the characteristic firing patterns associated with different respiratory neuron types.
Activity patterns of respiratory neurons
The respiratory cycle has been considered to comprise
three phases: inspiratory, postinspiratory (stage I expiration), and expiratory (stage II expiration) (Richter 1996;
Richter and Ballantyne 1983; Richter et al. 1986a) which
are seen in the phrenic neurogram (Fig. 1A). Respiratory
neurons usually are classified into types, depending on their
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firing pattern and phase relative to the phrenic cycle. Respiratory neurons described in vivo include, for example, early
inspiratory (early-I); ramp inspiratory (ramp-I); late inspiratory (late-I); postinspiratory (post-I); stage II expiratory
(E2); preinspiratory (pre-I) (Fig. 1) (Botros and Bruce
1990; Feldman 1986; Gottschalk et al. 1994; Ogilvie et al.
1992; Richter 1996; Richter and Ballantyne 1983; Richter
et al. 1986a); decrementing (dec-E) and augmenting (augE) expiratory neurons (Balis et al. 1994; Bryant et al. 1993;
Ezure 1990).
The typical discharge patterns recorded from respiratory neurons include an adapting (or decrementing) firing pattern,
showing a decrease in spike frequency during the burst, and a
ramp (or augmenting) firing pattern in which the frequency
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increases with time. The adapting bursts are typical for earlyI and post-I neurons (Fig. 1A) (Richter 1996; Richter and
Ballantyne 1983; Richter et al. 1986a) and dec-E neurons (Bryant et al. 1993). The ramp firing patterns are observed in
inspiratory neurons including ramp-I neurons (Fig. 1, A and
B) and some expiratory neurons like E2 (Fig. 1, A, C, and D)
(Richter and Ballantyne 1983; Richter et al. 1986a) or aug-E
neurons (Bryant et al. 1993; Ezure 1990; Feldman 1986; von
Euler 1986). The duration of the patterns is noteworthy, because each may extend for at least a respiratory phase, i.e.,
from several hundred milliseconds to seconds.
The ramp firing patterns usually occur when neurons are
released from inhibition and often follow a postinhibitory
rebound excitation. Inspiratory neurons display such sudden
rebound membrane excitation when released from synaptic
inhibition during the transition from expiration to inspiration
(Richter et al. 1993) (Fig. 1A for ramp-I; Fig. 1B). Expiratory neurons reveal a similar trajectory in their membrane
potentials on release from synaptic inhibition (Richter et al.
1993) (Fig. 1C). This rebound depolarization can trigger
one or two action potentials (Fig. 1A for ramp-I, Fig. 1, B
and C). Interestingly, a period of silence characteristically
follows the rebound spike(s) (Fig. 1A for ramp-I, Fig. 1B).
Adapting and ramp firing patterns might result either from
synaptic interactions and/or intrinsic cellular properties. For
example, changes in spiking frequency of some neurons may
reflect simple alterations in excitatory or inhibitory synaptic
drive. Most models of the respiratory network assume that
adapting patterns result from intrinsic properties of the neurons (Botros and Bruce 1990; Duffin 1991; Duffin et al.
1995; Geman and Miller 1976; Gottschalk et al. 1994; Ogilvie et al. 1992; Rubio 1972). This suggestion is plausible
because adapting response patterns are not a specific feature
of respiratory neurons but are found in neurons throughout
the nervous system. In contrast, ramp firing activity is a
highly unusual property of central neurons. Most theories
and models of respiratory rhythmogenesis try to explain this
property on the basis of network interactions alone. For example, it is proposed that the frequency increase in ramp-I
neurons is based on collateral self-excitation or mutual synaptic excitation between neurons of the same group (Botros
and Bruce 1990; Feldman and Cowan 1975; Gottschalk et
al. 1994; Ogilvie et al. 1992). Alternatively, the ramp (augmenting) firing pattern of expiratory neurons are often explained as a result of disinhibition from adapting respiratory
neurons. However, no model has been able to reproduce
successfully the physiological ramp firing patterns of inspiratory and expiratory neurons (recorded in vivo; see Fig. 1,
A–C) using network properties alone and in no model were
intrinsic neuronal properties considered as a mechanism underlying the ramp firing patterns. These were the primary
reasons for our decision to develop more realistic single
respiratory neuron models in the Hodgkin-Huxley tradition
by incorporating all available biophysical data.
Membrane properties of respiratory neurons
Modern intracellular approaches have provided direct (in
vivo) and indirect (in vitro) evidence for the existence of
different voltage- and time-dependent ionic channels in respiratory neurons (Bryant et al. 1993; Champagnat and Rich-
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ter 1994; Champagnat et al. 1986b,c; Dekin and Getting
1987; Haddad and Getting 1989; Mifflin et al. 1985;
Pierrefiche et al. 1995; Richter et al. 1985, 1986b, 1993).
Specifically, transient potassium (A-type, KA ), calcium-dependent potassium [K(Ca)], high-threshold (CaL ) and transient low-threshold (CaT ) calcium channels have been reported. These membrane channels may determine the different firing patterns of respiratory neurons and control
respiratory network performance. Mifflin et al. (1985) concluded that the K(Ca) conductance produced a time-dependent decrease in firing frequency that may account for the
adaptation seen in early-I and post-I neurons after an initial
high-frequency discharge (Richter et al. 1993). The rebound
membrane depolarization, that inspiratory and expiratory
neurons usually display on releasing from synaptic inhibition
(Fig. 1, B and C), results most likely from CaT channels
(Richter et al. 1993).
METHODS

Single neuron models
Our single neuron models are typical single compartment models. They have been developed using the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952). The neuron membrane potential
V is described as follows
d
cr V Å ∑ gir(Ei 0 V ) / I
dt
i

(1)

where c is the neuron membrane capacitance; t is time; I is the
injected current (in the case of synaptic inputs IÅ0); gi and Ei are
the conductance and reversal potential of the channel i, respectively.
The set of membrane channels includes: specific Na / , K / , and
Ca 2/ ionic channels; the leakage channel (L); excitatory (SynE)
and inhibitory (SynI) synaptic channels.
Following the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism, conductances of
ionic channels are represented in the following form
gi Å gV ir m ai i (V, t)r h bi i (V, t)
d
tmi (V )r mi Å m`i (V ) 0 mi
dt
d
thi (V )r hi Å h`i (V ) 0 hi
dt

(2)

where gV i is the maximal conductance of the channel i; mi and hi
are the variables that define dynamics of, respectively, activation
and inactivation of the channel i; ai and ßi are the powers of mi
and hi , respectively. The steady state values of mi and hi (m`i and
h`i ), and their time constants ( tmi and thi ) depend generally on
the membrane potential V, and in some cases on calcium concentration inside the cell, [Ca 2/ ]in .
The following ionic channels have been included in the model:
fast sodium channels, Nafast (gi Å gNa ); delayed rectifier potassium
channels, KDR (gi Å gDR ); transient potassium-A channels, KA (gi Å
gA ); calcium-dependent potassium channels, which provide longlasting afterhyperpolarization, KAHP (Ca) (gi Å gAHP ); high-threshold CaL (gi Å gCaL ) and low-threshold CaT (gi Å gCaT ) calcium
channels. The Nafast and KDR channels are necessary for generation
of action potentials and are presented in all spiking neurons. The
KA , KAHP (Ca), CaL , and CaT channels have been incorporated
into the model because of evidence of their presence and specific
function in various types of respiratory neurons (see INTRODUCTION ). The leakage conductance is considered as a constant, gi Å
gL Å gV L .
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In general, excitatory and inhibitory input signals to a neuron
model can be applied in two ways: either via positive or negative
changes of the injected current I, which is equal to 0 at rest (i.e.,
in the absence of input signals), or by changing synaptic excitatory
(gi Å gSynE ) and inhibitory (gi Å gSynI ) conductances, which are
also equal to 0 at rest. We chose the latter method because it is
more physiological and allows consideration of the neuron as an
element in a network of synaptically connected neurons.
The reversal potentials for sodium, potassium, and calcium channels are defined by the Nernst equation
Ei Å

[Xi ]out
Rr T
rln
zir F
[Xi ]in

(3)

where R is the gas constant; T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin;
zi is the valence of the ion i; F is Faraday’s constant; [Xi ]out is the
concentration of the ions i outside the cell; [Xi ]in is the concentration
of the ions i below the membrane inside the cell. The reversal potentials for sodium (ENa ) and potassium (EK ) channels usually are considered constant in models of the Hodgkin-Huxley style (Hodgkin and
Huxley 1952; Huguenard and McCormick 1991, 1992; McCormick
and Huguenard 1992; Schwaber et al. 1993) and may be calculated
from Eq. 3. Due to the strong dependence of the calcium reversal
potential (ECa ) and calcium-dependent potassium currents on
[Ca 2/ ]in , the latter is considered one of the main model variables.
Therefore, in our model, ECa is not constant but depends on [Ca 2/ ]in
in accordance with Eq. 3. The reversal potentials for the synaptic
(ESynE and ESynI ) and the leakage (EL ) channels are constant. The
value of EL has been tuned to provide the required resting membrane
potential in the absence of input signals.
Incorporating calcium and calcium-dependent channels into the
model requires a description of the dynamics of free calcium concentration below the membrane (inside a so-called ‘‘thin shell’’;
d Å 0.1 mm) (Yamada et al. 1989). Free calcium ions enter the
shell by influx through voltage-gated calcium channels after which
they are buffered and pumped out of the neuron. Dynamics of
free calcium concentration inside the shell are described by the
following differential equation (Schwaber et al. 1993)
d
ICa
[Ca 2/ ]in0 0 [Ca 2/ ]in
[Ca 2/ ]in Å
r(1 0 PB ) /
dt
2r Fr£
tpump (V)

(4)

where the first term constitutes influx and buffering, and the second
term describes pump kinetics; £ is the volume of the shell, with a
thickness of d Å 0.1 mm and an area equal to the area of neuronal
membrane, V: £ Å d r V.
Influx is provided by the calcium current ICa through all calcium
channels
ICa Å (gCaL / gCaT )r(ECa 0 V )

(5)

Buffering is modeled as an instantaneous process (Eckert and
Chad 1984; Schwaber et al. 1993). The influx is multiplied by the
(1 0 PB ), where PB is the probability of a Ca 2/ ion being buffered
when it enters the shell. Buffering can be considered as the secondorder reaction with the forward rate f and backward rate b (Yamada
et al. 1989)
f

B / Ca 2/ B CaB

(6)

b

The reaction can be described as follows
d
d
[ Ca 2/ ] Å [B] Å br[Car B] 0 f r[Ca 2/ ]r[B]
dt
dt

(7)

The sum of concentrations of free [B] and bound [BrCa] buffer
are considered to be constant
[B] / [BrCa] Å [B]Total
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For the stationary state of Eq. 7, the expression for bound calcium[Car B] can be derived from Eqs. 7 and 8
[Car B] Å

[Ca 2/ ]r[B]Total
[Ca 2/ ] / K

(9)

where K Å b/ f.
The probability of Ca 2/ ion buffering can be derived as follows
PB Å

[Car B]
[B]Total
Å
[Ca 2/ ] / [Car B]
[Ca 2/ ] / [B]Total / K

(10)

In the second term of Eq. 4 describing pumping, [Ca 2/ ]in0 is the
equilibrium Ca 2/ concentration of the pump, tpump (V ) is the
pump’s time constant, which depends on the membrane potential
(Yamada et al. 1989)
tpump Å 17.7rexp(V/35)

(11)

Choices of model parameters and ionic channel kinetics
Ideally the parameters and kinetics for our Hodgkin-Huxley type
models would be drawn from experimental data obtained from
characterized brain stem respiratory neurons. However, these data
are incomplete for respiratory neurons. Therefore, we first used all
available data on characterized respiratory neurons and noncharacterized neurons from respiratory related brain stem areas and then
adapted experimental data from other closely related neuron
classes. In doing so, we have accounted for species differences,
membrane properties such as resting membrane potential, and temperature to which the experimental data or channel kinetics descriptions were related. This ensured that the resulting membrane voltage dynamics in our models were not the result of unrealistic
parameter interactions but reflected the specific characteristics of
modeled neurons or kinetic properties of ionic channels. The formal
descriptions of channel kinetics were drawn from the models of
rat thalamic relay and cortical pyramidal neurons by Huguenard
and McCormick (Huguenard and McCormick 1991, 1992; McCormick and Huguenard 1992). The expressions used for conductances of ionic channels, gi , their steady state values, m`i and h`i ,
and time constants, tmi and thi , are presented in Table 1. Specific
values of membrane area, resistance, and capacitance were taken
or drawn from measurements in cardiorespiratory region of the
brain stem. All parameters were corrected to the Huguenard and
McCormick (1992) temperature of T Å 308 K (357C). Units for
the model variables and parameters are presented in Table 2.
The area of the somatic membrane of a medium respiratory
neuron used in the model was V Å 0.0025 mm2 . It was based on
the experimental data of Champagnat et al. (1986b) in which the
average diameter of somata was 20–30 mm, and the data of Kreuter
et al. (1977) in which the average somata area was 3,800 mm2 for
bulbospinal neurons and 1,800 mm2 for other respiratory neurons.
The membrane capacitance, c Å 0.025 nF, was calculated on the
basis of the area of the membrane and an accepted value for specific
capacitance of 1 mF/cm2 (Hille 1984). The same value of capacitance may be obtained by dividing the membrane time constant,
tm Å 2.5 ms, which is close to the measured values in Kreuter et
al. (1977) by the input resistance of the membrane, Ri Å100 MV
[50 –150 MV in Champagnat et al. (1986b) and 60–150 MV in
Haddad and Getting (1989)].
Reversal potential for the Nafast channel was set to ENa Å 55 mV
(Huguenard and McCormick 1992). According to Eq. 3 and taking
into account the temperature and values of the constants: R Å
8.3143r10 3 J/(KmolrK) and F Å 9.648r10 4 C/mol, this value
corresponds to the ratio [Na / ]out /[Na / ]in Å 8. The reversal potential for the potassium channels [KDR , KA , and KAHP (Ca)], EK Å
094 mV, was calculated from Eq. 3 at T Å 308 K, [K / ]out Å 4
mM, and [K / ]in Å 140 mM (Yamada et al. 1989). The accepted
value for external concentration of calcium ions was [Ca 2/ ]out Å
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TABLE

1.

Expressions for conductances of ionic channels used in respiratory neuron models

Channel

Conductance, gi

Fast sodium, Nafast

Description of Parameters

gNa Å gV Narm 3NarhNa

0.091r(V / 38)/(1 0 exp(0(V / 38)/5)
0.091r(V / 38)/(1 0 exp(0(V / 38)/5)) / 0.062r(V / 38)/(exp((V / 38)/5) 0 1)

m`Na Å

tmNa Å 1/(0.091r(V / 38)/(1 0 exp(0(V / 38)/5)) / 0.062r(V / 38)/(exp((V / 38)/5) 0 1))

h`Na Å

0.016rexp(0(V / 55)/15)
0.016rexp(0(V / 55)/15) / 2.07/(1 / exp(0(V 0 17)/21)

thNa Å 1/(0.016rexp(0(V / 55)/15) / 2.07/(1 / exp(0(V 0 17)/21))
4
DR

Potassium-delayed
rectifier, KDR

gDR Å gV DRrm

Transient
potassium-A, KA

gA Å gV Ar(0.6rm 4A1rhA1 /
0.4rm 4A2rhA2 )

Calcium-dependent
potassium, KAHP

gAHP Å gV AHPrm 2AHP

High-threshold
calcium, CaL

gCaL Å gV CaLrm 2CaL

Low-threshold
calcium, CaT

gCaT Å gV CaTrm 2CaTrhCaT

m`DR Å

0.01r(V / 45)/(1 0 exp(0(V / 45)/5))
0.01r(V / 45)/(1 0 exp(0(V / 45)/5)) / 0.17rexp(0(V / 50)/40)

tmDR Å 1/(0.01r(V / 45)/(1 0 exp(0(V / 45)/5)) / 0.17rexp(0(V / 50)/40))
m`A1 Å 1/(1 / exp(0(V / 60)/8.5))
tmA1 Å 1/(exp((V / 35.82)/19.69) / exp(0(V / 79.69)/12.7) / 0.37)
h`A1 Å 1/(1 / exp((V / 78)/6))
thA1 Å 1/(1 / exp((V / 46.05)/5) / exp(0(V / 238.4)/37.45)) if V õ 063, else thA1 Å 19.0
m`A2 Å 1/(1 / exp(0(V / 36)/20))
tmA2 Å 1/(exp((V / 35.82)/19.69) / exp(0(V / 79.69)/12.7) / 0.37)
h`A2 Å 1/(1 / exp((V / 78)/6))
thA2 Å 1/(1 / exp((V / 46.05)/5) / exp(0(V / 238.4)/37.45)) if V õ 073, else thA2 Å 60.0
m`AHP Å 1.25r108r[Ca2/]2in /(1.25r108r[Ca2/]2in / 2.5)
tmAHP Å 1,000/(1.25r108r[Ca2/]2in / 2.5)

m`CaL Å

1.6/(1 / exp(00.072r(V 0 5)))
1.6/(1 / exp(00.072r(V 0 5))) / 0.02r(V 0 1.31)/(exp((V 0 1.31)/5.36) 0 1)

tmCaL Å 1/(1.6/(1 / exp(00.072r(V 0 5))) / 0.02r(V 0 1.31)/(exp((V 0 1.31)/5.36) 0 1))
m`CaT Å 1/(1 / exp(0(V / 60.5)/6.2))
tmCaT Å 0.612 / 1/(1 / exp(0(V / 131.6)/16.7) / exp((V / 16.8)/18.2))
h`CaT Å 1/(1 / exp((V / 84.5)/4.03))
thCaT Å exp((V / 467)/66.6) if V õ 080, else thCaT Å 28 / exp(0(V / 21.88)/10.52)

The expressions for conductances of all ionic channels have been taken from the models of Huguenard and McCormick (1991, 1992) except those
for the calcium-dependent potassium conductance. The latter are taken from Yamada et al. (1989).

4 mM (Yamada et al. 1989). Thus, the calcium reversal potential
obtained from Eq. 3 is a function of [Ca 2/ ]in
ECa Å 13.27rln (4/[Ca 2/ ]in )

(12)

The equilibrium concentration of calcium ions inside the shell below
the membrane was set at [Ca 2/ ]in0 Å 5r10 05 mM (Yamada et al.
1989). So, at rest ECa Å 150 mV. The reversal potentials for the
excitatory synaptic channels was ESynE Å 010 mV (Yamada et al.
1989). The reversal potential for the inhibitory synaptic channels was
set equal to that for the potassium channels (ESynI Å EK Å 094 mV)
because some in vivo recordings demonstrated inhibitory hyperpolarization below the chloride reversal potential (Richter et al. 1993). The
additional justification for this was that activation of g-aminobutyric
acid-B receptors (associated with potassium inhibitory synapses) decreased the activity of all types of respiratory neurons (Pierrefiche et
al. 1993). The leakage conductance was gL Å 0.01 mS to be consistent
with the used input resistance of the membrane Ri (see above). We
tuned the value of EL to obtain a resting membrane potential Vrest Å
060 mV (Haddad and Getting 1986; Richter et al. 1993).
TABLE

2.

Units
Type of Variable

Unit

Voltage
Current
Conductance
Capacitance
Concentration
Volume
Time

mV
nA
mS (MV01)
nF
mM
nl
ms
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The following parameters were set to define the dynamics of free
calcium concentration inside the shell below the membrane: £ Å
drV Å 2.5r10 04 nl; [Ca 2/ ]in0 Å 5r10 05 mM; Btotal Å 0.030 mM;
K Å 0.001 mM (Yamada et al. 1989).
The dynamics of synaptic stimulation are described as follows
d
tEr gSynE Å 0 gSynE / InE
dt
d
tIr gSynI Å 0 gSynI / InI
dt

(13)

where variables InE and InI (InE , InI ¢ 0) define the amplitudes
of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic stimulation respectively; tE
and tI are, correspondingly, the time constants of stimulation. The
dynamic type of stimulation allowed investigation of the functional
significance of both the dynamics of synaptic processes and external stimulation.
Our simulations were performed using the MacGregor’s integration
method for the solution of membrane differential equations (MacGregor 1987). To be sure that the obtained results are independent
of the used integration method, we checked many of our results
using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration method. Through these
simulation experiments, we concluded that for our models the MacGregor’s method has good stability and accuracy characteristics at
the integration step of °0.1 ms, and we have followed this practice
throughout for the results of the present paper.
RESULTS

Using the above descriptions and values of parameters,
we have structured two specific types of single neuron mod-
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els that accurately reproduce the adapting and ramp firing
patterns of respiratory neurons. We began with a model that
lacks calcium channels to explore and determine the role
of voltage-sensitive potassium channels in our respiratory
neuron models. Then we incorporated calcium and calciumdependent potassium channels to explore the possible role of
these channels in the firing behavior of different respiratory
neurons.
A basic neuron model: the role of KA channels
The basic neuron model contains the following ionic channels: fast sodium, Nafast ; delayed rectifier potassium, KDR ;
transient potassium A, KA ; and leakage, L. The following
maximal conductances have been set for these channels:
gV Na Å 3.0 mS; gV DR Å 0.90 mS; gV A Å 0.15 mS; gV L Å 0.01 mS.
The maximal conductances for the sodium (gV Na Å 3.00 mS)
and delayed rectifier potassium (gV DR Å 0.90 mS) channels
have been calculated using the values of specific conductances from the classical model of Hodgkin and Huxley
(1952) (120 mS/sm2 and 36 mS/sm2 , respectively), and
the accepted area of neuronal membrane ( V Å 0.0025 mm2 ).
The maximal conductance of KA channels found in neurons of the nuclei of the solitary tract of rat brain stem
slices was in the range of 0.02–0.07 mS (Champagnat et al.
1986b,c). This was determined from the amplitude of the
KA current measured when neurons were released from a
hyperpolarized state. However, we set gV A Å 0.15 mS, which
is twice that reported. This was necessary to achieve the
same maximal KA current in simulation under similar conditions. The KA channels, used in our model, consisted of two
different subpopulations (see Table 1). This is consistent
with in vitro observations (Dekin and Getting 1987). However, the second subpopulation of KA channels (which comprised 40% of the total KA ) did not influence the neuron
behavior in our simulations. This was the additional justification for doubling the gV A value.
The basic neuron model shows a regular spike train at a
constant frequency in response to constant excitatory synaptic drive exceeding the firing threshold. The relationship
between the spiking frequency of the basic neuron model
and the amount of excitatory synaptic input is shown in
Fig. 2 (solid line). Our simulation confirmed the generally
accepted functional roles of KA channels: providing a low
frequency firing and a linear relationship between input and
spike frequency (Connor and Stevens 1971). Figure 2 shows
that without KA channels, a threshold stimulus initiates a
40-Hz firing rate, and the frequency-input curve becomes
nonlinear. Increasing of gV A allows the neuron model to generate low-frequency spike trains (from 2 to 5 Hz) and produces a linear frequency-input curve.
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of neuron type I are presented in Table 3. We set the maximal
conductances of KAHP (Ca) and CaL channels equal to
gV AHP Å 0.15 mS and gV CaL Å 0.0015 mS, respectively. These
values optimally reproduced the rate of spike frequency adaptation reported for respiratory neurons.
An example of adapting response of neuron type I to step
excitatory input is shown in Fig. 3. The mechanism for spike
frequency adaptation in our model is the following: synaptic
excitation activates the high-threshold CaL channels; the
mean Ca 2/ concentration inside the cell increases; this
slowly activates the KAHP (Ca) conductance and decreases
spike frequency (Fig. 3).
We have investigated the specific roles of different channels for spike frequency adaptation. The dependence of maximal ( fmax ) and steady state ( f` ) spike frequencies on input
synaptic stimulation for neuron type I is shown in Fig. 4,
A–C. Variations of maximal conductances of both KAHP (Ca)
and CaL channels cause similar effects on spike frequency
and adaptation. Figure 4, A and B, shows that an increase
in either conductance does not influence fmax significantly
but decreases f` and increases the degree of adaptation. The
increase in gV AHP causes a direct effect on the neuronal membrane behavior without changing [Ca 2/ ]in , whereas the increase in gV CaL produces an increase in gAHP due to the increase
in [Ca 2/ ]in .
Because the respiratory phases are relatively long (e.g.,
500–2,000 ms) it is important that models of respiratory
neurons with adapting patterns (e.g., early-I, post-I, and decE) adapt over considerable time. An analysis shows that in
neuron type I the time constant of spike frequency adaptation
depends strongly on the activation time constant of
KAHP (Ca) conductance, tmAHP , and on the time constant of
the calcium pump, tpump . The values of gV AHP and gV CaL also
play an important role (Fig. 5) because an increase in their
maximal conductances decreases the time constant of spike
frequency adaptation but increases the degree of adaptation.

An adapting neuron (type I): The role of CaL , K(Ca)AHP ,
and KA channels
It is known that a combination of KAHP (Ca) and CaL
channels can provide an adaptive frequency response during
depolarization (Huguenard and McCormick 1992; Yamada
et al. 1989). To simulate spike frequency adaptation, we
have developed a neuron type I model by incorporating these
channels into the basic neuron. The maximal conductances
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FIG . 2. Firing frequency characteristics of basic neuron model at different values of maximal conductance of KA channels, gV A ( mS).
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3. Maximal conductances of ionic channels
in the adapting (type I) and ramp firing (type II)
respiratory neuron types
TABLE

Maximal Conductance, gV i , mS
Type of Neuron

gV Na

gV DR

gV A

gV AHP

gV CaL

gV CaT

gO L

Type I
Type II

3.0
3.0

0.9
0.9

0.15
0.15

0.15
0.15

0.0015
0

0
0.0025

0.01
0.01

This occurs because the lowered steady state firing frequency
reduces the calcium influx per time unit, and hence the mean
level of [Ca 2/ ]in impedes the efficacy of gAHP . Unlike gV AHP
and gV CaL , an increase in gV A reduces the initial spike frequencies of the neuron (Fig. 4C).
It was assumed that KAHP (Ca) conductance regulates the
adapting discharge patterns of respiratory neurons (specifically, early-I and post-I) (Champagnat and Richter 1994;
Mifflin et al. 1985; Pierrefiche et al. 1995; Richter et al.
1986b, 1993). It is activated by free calcium ions, which
accumulate intracellulary resulting from a Ca 2/ influx via
voltage-dependent calcium channels. Because this mechanism provides the adapting firing patterns in neuron type I,
this neuron model has been used in our respiratory network
models for simulating all adapting neurons (e.g., early-I,
post-I, dec-E neurons).
A ramp firing neuron (type II): the role of CaT ,
KAHP (Ca), and KA channels
Neuron type II was constructed by incorporating lowthreshold CaT channels into the basic neuron model (Table
3). We have found that the low-threshold CaT channels together with KAHP (Ca) channels allow a spike frequency augmenting (ramp firing) response after release from hyperpolarization under conditions of constant synaptic excitatory
drive. To be sure that this result is not specifically dependent
on the particular formal description of the CaT conductance
(see Table 1), we used other formal descriptions (e.g., taken
from Schwaber et al. 1993) and obtained similar results.
To optimize ramp firing behavior, the value of maximal
conductance for CaT channels was set at gV CaT Å 0.0025 mS.
Neuron type II displays the following three types of ramp
firing responses: 1) immediate ramping (Fig. 6A), characterized by the ramp firing response immediately after the
release from inhibition; 2) rebound ramping (Fig. 6B), including an initial single rebound spike followed by a period
of silence before the onset of ramp frequency firing; and 3)
delayed ramping (Fig. 6C), which differs from the rebound
ramping by the lack of rebound excitation. These types of
ramp firing patterns closely reflect firing patterns of ramp-I
and E2 neurons recorded intracellulary in vivo (compare
Fig. 6, A–C, with Fig. 1, A–D). The exact firing pattern is
dependent on the amount of excitatory synaptic drive and
the amplitude and duration of preceding synaptic inhibition.
Thus it can be transformed from one type to the other by
altering excitatory or inhibitory synaptic inputs.
The mechanism for ramp frequency firing is dependent
on a preceding membrane hyperpolarization, which activates
the low-threshold CaT (and KA ) channels. Subsequent re-
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lease from the hyperpolarized state causes a rapid influx of
calcium ions into the cell: this is sometimes sufficient to
reach the activation voltage of sodium channels and produce
rebound spiking (Fig. 6, A and B). The [Ca 2/ ]in increases
(as a result of CaT current activation) and rapidly activates
the KAHP (Ca) channels, which reduce cellular excitability
(Fig. 6A) and delay the onset of discharge (Fig. 6, B and
C). The activation of the KAHP (Ca) channels slowly decays,
allowing an increase in spike frequency. We have found that
the existence and duration of the delay before the onset of
ramp firing pattern (Fig. 6, B and C) depends on the relationship between the amplitude of excitatory synaptic drive and
the degree of activation of the KAHP (Ca) conductance, which
is dependent on amount and duration of preceding inhibition.
The shaping of the ramp firing pattern, especially during
a short period after the release from a hyperpolarized state,
also was found to be dependent on KA channels. Activation
of KA current either reduces or abolishes rebound spiking
(Fig. 6C). If gV A is too small more than one rebound spike
can be elicited in the rebound ramping pattern. In fact, the
type of response pattern: rebound (as in Fig. 6B) or delayed
(as in Fig. 6C) depends on the activation kinetics of CaT , or
KAHP (Ca), or KA conductances after release from inhibition.
Because of this, the type of ramp firing pattern depends on
the time constant with which the preceding synaptic inhibition is removed ( tI0 ).
We have investigated the dependence of the ramp firing
pattern on the amount of synaptic excitation and inhibition,
the maximal conductances of different channels, and the
time constant of the release from inhibition (Fig. 7, A–D).
The plots in the middle column of Fig. 7 are the same and
correspond to data in Table 3 for neuron type II and tI0 Å15
ms. Each row shows how the bifurcation borders between
the regions for three different ramp firing patterns alter if
one of the parameters changes. In general, a decrease in
synaptic excitation and/or an increase in the preceding synaptic inhibition causes a transition from immediate ramping
(A regions) to rebound ramping (B regions) and then to
delayed ramping (C regions). The increase in maximal conductance of CaT , or KAHP (Ca), or KA channels shifts the
bifurcation border between the rebound ramping region (B)
and the delayed ramping region (C) to stronger values of
synaptic excitation and weaker values of preceding synaptic
inhibition (Fig. 7, A–C).
The increase in the time constant of release from inhibition
reduces the region of rebound ramping (Fig. 7D). A decrease of this time constant widens the region for rebound
ramping and reduces the region for delayed ramping. Thus
the kinetics of the release from inhibition play a significant
role in determining the firing pattern.
Figure 8, A–C, shows the factors controlling the main
parameters of the rebound ramping pattern: slope of firing
frequency and delay between the rebound spike and the onset
of ramp frequency discharge. An increase in excitatory input
increases the initial slope of spike frequency and decreases
the duration of the delay (Fig. 8, A–C). This is important for
simulating inspiratory neuron activity because an increase in
excitatory synaptic drive elicits an increase in the ramp of
firing pattern of both inspiratory neurons and phrenic discharge (Botros and Bruce 1990; Feldman 1986; von Euler
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3.

Response of neuron type I to a stepwise excitatory synaptic input ( InE Å 0.012 mS).

1986). An increase in the values of gV CaT or gV AHP increases
the delay, whereas changing gV A is without effect (Fig. 8, A–
C, right). Thus the delay in the model results from a combined influence of CaT and KAHP (Ca) channels. In contrast,
the initial slope of firing frequency changes very little when
gV CaT or gV AHP is varied, but decreases with an increase of gV A
(Fig. 8, A–C, left). Thus activation of KA channels allows
a slower rate of rise of spike frequency.
The rebound membrane depolarization demonstrated by
inspiratory and expiratory neurons after release from synaptic inhibition is reported to result from CaT channels (Richter
et al. 1993) (Fig. 1, B and C). These channels slowly inactivate after release from hyperpolarization. The period of silence that characteristically follows the rebound spike (Fig.
1A for ramp-I, Fig. 1B) and delayed onset of discharge in
ramp-I neurons can result from a shunting action by K / (Ca)
current. This is the mechanism that operates in neuron type

FIG . 4.
type I at
channels,
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II. In addition, the same mechanism provides ramp firing
patterns, because KAHP (Ca) conductance increases quickly
with the increase of intracellular free Ca 2/ concentration
(caused by the CaT current) and then slowly decays. Consequently, neuron type II model has been used in our respiratory network models for simulating ramp-I and E2 neurons,
which show similar ramp firing patterns during inspiration
and stage II expiration, respectively.
DISCUSSION

We found that neuron models incorporating known membrane properties of neurons from respiratory related areas
of brain stem and intrinsic dynamics of different calcium
channels can produce the ramp firing and adapting patterns
observed in respiratory neurons in vivo. Our finding that
a ramp firing pattern can result from intrinsic membrane

Dependence of maximal ( fmax ) and steady state ( f` ) discharge frequencies on synaptic excitatory drive for neuron
different values of maximal conductances of CaL channels, gV CaL , (A); KAHP (Ca) channels, gV AHP , (B); and KA
gV A , (C).
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properties, specifically from the combined influence of
KAHP (Ca), CaT and KA conductances, allows the hypothesis
that the ramp firing patterns of inspiratory and expiratory
neurons are based, in part, on the intrinsic membrane properties of these neurons.
We consider the explanation of ramp frequency discharges
as a key point in understanding the neurogenesis of the respiratory pattern. As described in the INTRODUCTION the pattern
in ramp-I neurons could result from collateral self-excitation
or mutual synaptic excitation between the neurons of the
same group (Botros and Bruce 1990; Feldman and Cowan
1975; Gottschalk et al. 1994; Ogilvie et al. 1992). However,
in contrast to our hypothesis, this idea fails to explain 1)
the rebound ramping pattern (as in Fig. 1A for ramp-I or in
Fig. 1B), because the rebound spikes would cause a selfexcitation instead of the observed period of silence (see Fig.
1), and 2) the observation that the ramp firing pattern in
ramp-I neurons always follows release from a hyperpolarized state. In addition, positive feedback formed by self- or
mutual-excitatory connections should reduce the operating
range of the respiratory network and destabilize network
behavior under some conditions. Thus our hypothesis gives
a more plausible explanation for the ramp firing patterns of
inspiratory neurons than the idea of self- or mutual excitation. We assume that the above intrinsic mechanism also can
participate in shaping the ramp firing patterns of expiratory
neurons.
Our simulation showed that the kinetics of release from
inhibition play a significant role in determining the ramp
firing pattern. This is a novel finding and has not been considered as a factor controlling neuronal firing behavior.
We showed that the adapting activity pattern of neuron
type I, which is considered as a model of the adapting respiratory neurons (early-I, post-I, dec-E), is controlled by the
interactions of KAHP (Ca) and CaL channels via the [Ca 2/ ]in
dynamics. Alternatively, the ramp firing pattern of neuron
type II, which is considered as a model of the ramp firing
respiratory neurons (ramp-I and aug-E), originates from the
combined influence of CaT , KAHP (Ca), and KA channels and
synaptic input providing the preceding inhibition. It was of

interest that KAHP (Ca) channels in combination with CaL
channels produced a spike frequency adaptation during synaptic excitation, but in combination with CaT channels,
caused a ramp firing response following the release from
inhibition. This prompts the hypothesis that the main difference between the respiratory neurons that adapt (e.g., earlyI, post-I, and dec-E) and those that show ramp firing patterns
(e.g., ramp-I and aug-E) reflects the ratio of two types of
calcium channels: CaL channels predominate in adapting
neurons, whereas CaT channels prevail in ramp firing neuron
types.
Based on our hypothesis and modeling results we predict
that selective blockade of the CaL current would decrease
adaptation but should not influence the ramp firing patterns.
In contrast, selective blockade of the CaT current may change
the ramp firing patterns to high-frequency discharges but
should not influence adaptation. Finally, blockade of either
KAHP (Ca) channels or calcium accumulation inside the cell
should reduce frequency changes in both discharge patterns
resulting in a constant high-frequency response.
The transient potassium-A (KA ) channels also may play
a role in shaping the specific patterns of respiratory neurons.
One functional property of the potassium-A current is to
permit a low firing frequency activity and a linear frequencystimulus relationship (Connor and Stevens 1977). Another
property of KA channels is that their conductance inactivates
slowly after depolarization from hyperpolarized levels and
can delay firing depending on the amount and duration of
the preceding inhibition (Dekin and Getting 1987; Haddad
and Getting 1989). Because KA and CaT channels have similar kinetic properties but differ in their influence on membrane behavior, there is a complex interaction between these
channels just after release from hyperpolarization (Dekin
and Getting 1987; McCormick and Huguenard 1992; Richter
et al. 1985). However, most authors consider this feature of
KA channels unimportant for respiratory network performance because the neurons are not thought to be hyperpolarized strongly enough to activate this property (Champagnat
et al. 1986b,c; Richter et al. 1986b). Our simulation showed
that KA channels can play a definite role in respiratory neuron

FIG . 5. Degree of frequency adaptation (calculated as (1 0 f` / fmax )r100%) and adaptation time constant of neuron type
I at different values of maximal conductances of CaL channels, gV CaL , (A), and KAHP (Ca) channels, gV AHP , (B); (InE Å 0.012
mS).
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FIG . 6. Three types of ramp firing pattern of neuron type II after release from synaptic inhibition under conditions of
constant synaptic excitatory drive. Three different ramp firing patterns were observed. A: immediate ramping (InE Å 0.009
0
mS; InI Å 0.06 mS; t0
I Å 15 ms). B: rebound ramping (InE Å 0.009 mS; InI Å 0.08mS; tI Å 15 ms). C: delayed ramping
(InE Å 0.009 mS; INI Å 0.13 mS; t0I Å 15 ms).
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FIG . 7. Bifurcation borders between regions corresponding to 3 types of ramp firing pattern in neuron
type II (see Fig. 6, A–C) in 2-dimensional space of
synaptic excitation (abscissa) and inhibition (ordinate). All middle plots are the same and correspond
to values of parameters in Table 3. In all plots, A, B,
and C indicate regions that correspond to patterns in
Fig. 6, A, B, and C, respectively. Borders alternate
with variations of maximal conductances of CaT channels, gV CaT , (A); KAHP (Ca) channels, gV AHP , (B); KA
channels, gV A (C); and with changes of t0I (D).

firing patterns by stabilizing and maintaining a low, steady
state, firing frequency after adaptation and influencing the
rebound excitation and initial firing frequency in the neurons
with ramp firing patterns.
In the framework of a network paradigm, oscillations in
the respiratory network occur because of sequential switching between different phases of activity. The timing of
switches and durations of respiratory phases depend on both
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network properties (weights of synaptic interconnections)
and intrinsic properties of respiratory neurons that control
their adapting and ramp firing patterns. Because the dynamics of intracellular calcium and KAHP (Ca) conductance are
the main factors that define both slow adapting and slow
augmenting patterns in different respiratory neurons, they
are the key cellular factors that, together with network properties, control both the durations of respiratory phases and
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our respiratory network models, which are presented in the
subsequent papers.
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